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Abstmx The paper begins with a general construction of a coreflective subcategory of an 
epi .eflectivc subcategory of TOP. Such a category is called convenient if it is generated by a 
class of compact Hausdorff spaces and satisfies certain conditions. k-spaces and sequential 
spaces form convenient categcries. It is shown that convenient categories are cartesicn closed, 
and some consequences of thus fact are obtained. 
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topologies for function spaces 
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In [ 321 Steenrod gave a list of criteria which a convenient category of 
topological spaces hould satisfy. One of these criteria is somewkat 
e: the category should be large enough to have among its objects 
of the partkular spxes arising in practice”. The other two criteria 
can be made precise. They are that the category should be large enough 
to be closed under standard operations, and thas: it should be sr ,111 
enough so th ations satisfy certain r zasonable identities. 
Using results /I], Steenrod [ 321 sh( jwed that k-spacm:s satis- 
fy these critetia. 
r a class of ca ories of tcnol 
enerated, a we obtain crit 
in Stt:enrod’s ense. k-spaces form the largest 
allest compactly generate 
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categories atisfy 
interesting, bu B k-s 
Gale [ H.3], are very u 
d studied inte 
compactly generate 
x-e also convenient in a 
jlwhich convergent sequences can 
Glters ;or Wts) a 
Pained for sequenti 
convenient compact1 
Convemence in Steenrod’s ense means that the category should have 
limits and colimits, subspaces and quotient aps, and be Cartesian 
closed. Closed categories, i.e. categories wit n internal horn functor 
and a tensor product functor, were introduced by nberg and Kel 
[p& and by lists of exa_m_ples beerr_ given in 
1141 and [30 1. Closed categories have been studied 
intensively, and many useful results have been obtained. hus it is help- 
ful to know that a given category is closed. A closed category is called 
Cartesian closed if its tensor produc) is the ordinary (or cxtesian) pro- 
duct. 
The closed categories of interest in topolo y are either Cartesian 
closed or categories of pointed spaces with a mash product as tensor 
product. These are the categories with functicn space topologiees which 
guage of [ 13, X11.10], both s itting (or proper) and con- 
issible). The recent work of ubuc and Porta [ 11,121 
shows that rhese categories are very useful not only for homotopy 
theory, which has motivated most of the work on co 
for topology, but also for topol gical algebra and fu 
A category of topological spaces and continuous rn$ 
can be provided with spaces , Yf of conGnuous fur ctions and with 
“‘weak product”’ spaces X X n sucl~ awaj that a hair 
natural in x, Y, Z, is give by the formula 
(P~y&Af):w(Y) =f(x,Y) 9 
know whether this is 
,Z) the compact-open topol- 
sdorff spaces 
neomorphism 
] characterize the spaces Y 
and 2, with the usual pro- 
es a general procecure for 
) and product sets A’ X Y, so 
that pxyz becomes a bijection, natural in X and 2, for a fixed space Y. 
of the categories of topological spaces and of Hausdc -ff 
e a Cartesian close’d structure can be overcome either by 
p”oviding suitable subcategories with such a structure, as Steenrod [ 321 
did and we shall do, or by e edding topological spaces or Hausdobrff 
spaces into a large cartesian sed category. Spanier [ 3 ? ] constructed 
such a large category, but he obtained an err bedding only for k-spaces. 
Vgzquez [ 33) constructed a Cartesian closed category of intermedikate 
size between k-spaces and the quasi-topologies of [ 3 I] e Booth [ 5,6] has 
obtained Cartesian closed structures for the categories of quasi-topological 
spaces and of k-spaces over a given spalce. 
The work of Day [9] and of Vogt [ 341 came to the author’s (attention 
after the first version of the present paper had been written. There is 
some unavoidable overlap between the three papers. Dbay obtains our 
heorem 3.3, for E7 = TOP, from a general categorical theorem by a 
construction similar to Spanier’s [3 1 ] quasi-ropcllogical spaces. Vogt 
also considers only 7 = TOP, and his axioms for the spaces generating a 
convenient category are stronger than, mine. On the other hand, I have 
profited from [ 91 and [ 343. In particular, I have lifted the proof of 
[ 34, 3.111 to obtain 3.6 of this paper (which is stronger). Pointed cate- 
with smash products are considlered in [ 341, but: not in this paper. 
ne of the first questions to be settled in writing thle present paper 
all spaces be Hausdorff or not? We avoid a “yes” or “no” 
;tnswer to this and similar questions by working in an epireflective sub- 
ry 57 of the category TOP of topological spaces. We study in 
II coreflective subcategories of such a category 7 l These cat+ 
ere first studied by Gleason p 191, and then by Kennison h 2% 
reeker \22,24,25], and o?:hers. See [ ~31 
fu%er references. We present only the 
hese facts are known, but not availa 
print in the form in 
opalogies of sets 
categories of 7 are 
additiona: convenie 
convertien t categori 
of Cartesian closedness in Section 4. 
All results of Sections 1 and C- remain vali 
top categories [ 36,371. This gcn~ralizatian i 
and Fischer [ 81, and Binz and Ikller [ 1 I:, II 
of limit spaces is convenient. As “his is a ve 
usefu! to have further results on c~~enien 
1 .I. in this paper, TOP will be the category of to ologir I laces and 7 
a non-trivial epireflective subcategory of TOP, i.e., T has \bjects which 
are not indiscrete 
spaces (with T,), and compl 
Throughout this paper, 
between objects of the su 
i.e., if X is an obj 
tions will be dul 
mappiings as morphisms. 
isms of 7 ; excep- 
ahe category of sets with 
logically equivalent. 
which is universa 
--=Q 4 fro 
ccurs only trivially, with R X = 
ection S] in e., if every universal 
ns ES the case e. ausdorff spaces. 
this paper, SQ paces which contains tie 
mpty space. If en A/X will denote the 
apsu:A+XwithA in A& 
or a space X in 9, e denote by CII X the space in 7 consisting of 
X with the finest topology of a space in 7 for 
remain contnuous. If X’ is IX 1 with the final 
topology defin maps u in SQM, then Q! X = R X’, with the con- 
ion made in Section ‘t.2. 
-space in 57 ir TV Z’ = X, and me denote by 
corh .A the full and replete subcategory of 7 with a-spaces as ir:s ob- 
jects. All spaces in d and all spaces Q! X are at-spaces, and PropoGiion 
1.5 and Theorem 1.6 shovv that corhd is a coreflective sublcategory of 
?. We note without proof that corh gQ is the “coreflective hull” of Se 
in 9, i.e., the smallest corzflective subcategory of 7 with al:1 spaces in 
.A among its objects. 
The ‘%eak topology” of 1x1 with respect to d/X has been defined 
as t’he finest topology of IX1 such that all sets u(A), for u : A + X in 
d/X, have the c,xx subsp;ace topology as for 1:. The final topology of 
X’ in 1.3 is fin:r than this weak topology; it may be strictly finer. The 
zs coincide in the important case that X is a Hausdorff 
consists of compact Hausdorff spaces. 
11 subcategory of 9/‘X with sQ/X as its cla:ss of objects, 
main functor LIx 7 * with D, u = A for u : A + X 
y [34,, 1.11, and’ 
foll Dws since R pre rves colimits. The category (2.9 n-ray be large, 
is b’s not a 
i. fu is continuous for all U in s(r/X if a 
y 0f 1x1 for which f is cant i~uous is coarse 
for which ail u in 54 
(see 1.3) is continu 
if f: R X’ + Y is conti 
space X, the 
of a-spaces. 
e must show that f: Y -+ or X remains c uousiff: Y -+ 
us and Y an cu-space. If 14 :A 3 Y is in then f ti is in 
and thus fu : .A + a X is continuous. But then f: Y =+‘a X is continuous 
by 1.5. 
1.7. ot-spaces are generated by sI, as noted in 1.3. We say that a core- 
flective subcategory of 7 is contpactty generated if it can be generate 
by a class of compact Hausdorff spaces in 7. 
We obtain the largest comp:ictly generated coreflective subcategory 
of T by letting d be the class o . all compact ausdorff spaces in 7 . 
We call this category the c / of k-spuces in 7. I 7 is the cate- 
gory of Hausdorff spaces, lis is khe category of -spaces in the 
usual sense. If 7 is the category (Df regular spaces, then Lspac-s in 7 
are regular, buu: not always k-spaces in the usual sense. 
The smallest compactly nera ted eoreflective subcategory of 
the category of discrete sp s, gt.:nera ted by a singleton. Q X for this 
Category is IX1 with the opolsgy, by [22, 16.2.21. 
If 54 consists only of the Alexandroff one-point 
pa&Cation of the diecr&e space natural numbers, tl 
in 7 isre T-sequential spaces. A continuous map u : 
ce (tQ in X with limit 11,. If a seque 
example, Q X has the finest topology c:f a 
seP IXI for which all converge 
A mapping f : X + Y from a 
contim ous if and only if f’ presenes tlae conv 
tatenlent of this. 
in 57, and D,, = R 11, de- 
and prociu:;ion maps like colimits; we refer to [ 38, Section 41 for this. 
forgetful functors from 7 and corh SQ to ENS still lift limits and 
ft adjoin ts. If the maps qx : X -+ R X are not all bijective, i.e. 
qx = id 1x1 from X to fXI with a coarser topoiogy, then these forgetful 
functors do not preserve or lift all colimits. - 
For convenient we denote bv X B Y the product of Ly X and Q Y in w 
the catego corh of cr-spaces. Thus ‘. 9 
a(XX~Y)=a(aXX rly Y), 
for any spaces X al.d 
reflector 0: preservt9 
Y. Thi:i expresses 
finite products. 
the well-known fact that the co- 
unc tie 
2.1. For two spaces X and Y in 9, we denote by C(X, Y) the set: of all 
maps from X to P’ in ZT., We denote by C,(X, Y) and C&X, Y) the top- 
sisting of C(X, Y) with the compacGopen topology 
gy of pointwise convergellce. 
Forf’:X-+X’andg: Y -+ Y’ in 9, we define a mapping 
(X’, i’) + C(X, Y’) ) 
y phltti 
lnctor 
Y in 7. This defines a hiom 
is the dual category of 7. 
every set C(X, Y) with 
become continuous 
derjcribe a general procedure 
ave 
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For u : A -+ X in Se/X, K compact in A, and V open i 
Vj=-{fezi C(X,Y): U( 
we put W(iMlA, V)=W(u, V) f A is compact. 
topologica? space obtained by providing C( 
which the sets W(uiK, V) form a suk,basis of open sets. 
The topology of C&X, Y) is coa er than the topology o 
finer than the topology of C&X, witli C&4, Y) = C&4, 
We have C&X, Y) = CJX, Y) if A is the class of all compac 
spaces in 7’ and ace in 9) and C,(X, Y) = 
.a11 spaces X and ists of discrete spaces. F 
(see 1.7), the spa(;:es C&(X, Y) have been studied in [ 201 a 
following result is known for these 
?ery mapping C(/f,g) : C&X’, Y) -+ c&x, Y ‘) is contin- 
. For u in AX and V ope;l in Y’, obviously 
(C(Lg))-“(W(uIK, c/ t:t = W(fuliY,g- l(v)) . 
IIt f~illows immediately that C(j;& is continuous. 
or C: Tar’ X 7 + ENS can be lifted to a functor 
We must go one step Further. 
is a subspace of the product space Y Ix 
C+.X, Y) is an object of 7 r Y in 7, Since C,(X, Y) is C(X, Y) with a 
finer topology, the univers ma.p Q : F -+ R F, for F = C&X, Y), is then 
id C(X, Y), from F to C(X, w,ith a coarser tqhogy, by the conven- 
tion of 1,2. Thus R Ca : Top X C,T + 7 is the desired lifted horn functor 
with codomain 7. 
2.5. IReal convenience would de.inand that C,( 
next resuEt provides for this. 
) is already in 
7 s xh that CJA, Y j is ~612 object of 






e left-hand ilrro-w. 
WS Of SCjUiUeS (L5.1). We claim 
(2.5.2) 
in TOr. with the 'broken arrows of (?%I) as p,rojections. 
c’( Y,X), with the broken arrows of (2.5.1) is trivially a limit ot’D at 
the set level. Thus we must only show that CJX,Y) as the coar!;Izst 
topology for which all broken arrows of (2.5.1) are continuous. ‘[‘he 
St% 
(C(u, Y I)-‘( W(K, V)) = W(zr 
with zc : A -+ X in A/X, K compact in A, V opfen in Y, form a sut:basis 
of open sets for this topology. The same sets form the defining sbbasis 
of open sets for 
f 2.5, D is a diagram in 57 and thus rhc limit 
I object of EL 
2.6. Our next result provides a simpler construction of C,(X, Y) .; nder a 
hypothesis which is satisfied for all examples in 3.5. 
roposition. Let -54 consist of compact spaces in 7, and slay that a 
space X is &based i!f every point of X has a basis of neighborho zbds of 
the form u (A ), for maps u : A -+ X in 4X. If a space X is &hazed, then 
) Y) == C,( X, Y) for every space Y. If _“’ I consists of &based spaces, 
the sets W(u, V), ith u in sQ/X and V open in Y, form a str hbasis 
c$ sperm sets for C&X, ), for all qaces X and Y. 
in the slime way. 
n the other hand, ?et 
(CC) If X is in r al1 specs Y i 
If 7 is “strongly epireflecti 
ogy always is in 7 for a space 
space Y ir;, 9, is in 7 since the space CP 
takes CZ!Y Of (CC) If01 Ti S 
at (CC) is satisfied for T, 
as a coarser topsl- 
completely regular spaces (w;ith or without T,). 
This is a nearly complete list of known results concerning (CC). 
a Let X, Y, Z be spaces. 
e,:C(Y,Z)X !YI-+Z, h,jf: IX -+ C(Y,X x Y) 
d 
by putting eyz(u,y) = u(y) and hxy(x)( 
and 21: EJ -+ 21 eyz is known a s the evaluation i;lappin 
be a *larneles!; orphan. 
Iff: XX F+ 2 andg: IXI --p C(Y, 
at the slzt leve since either si 
XE f eYz and /zx, both are 
r--la tural bijec tion betwee S. 
s are 
2.7(CC). If S4 iS t2 ClaS Of CO?7TjXZCt~A~ilUS- 
X B is an ix-space for every pair &paces 
are convetil’ent in 7. 
. NV ijut EZ =: o Ca or e = Q Ck. By (CG) and 2.5, this defines a 
box functor for a-space;, and e (A, Y) = a C&A, Y) for A in A 
and Y in 7 * Fsr e thus constructed, all maps 
PAZ: @(A,Z)xA+Z, h A’Y : A + @ (Y,A x 11’) 
tk-ai\ous if A is in ~8, by [ 13, XII.3.1] and 1.6. 
a45 shown 1.1 3.2 is continuous if eIrz u is continuous for lzvery 
: A -+ C? (Y,Z) X Y with A in S% If 24 = {p,q} for maps 
c3 4 Y,Z) and 4 : A + Y, and if u = {p, id& then the diigram 
v-(3 (Y,Z) X A- c(qsz) ’ idA ---&(A,Zj X A 
\ 
\\ a 
\ I idx q I eAz 
e(Y,z) x Y--- eYZ -+z 
clearly commutes at thz set level. cl is continuous by definition,, and eAz 
is continuous as shown. Thus eyz tc is continuous. 
y as shown in 3, is +xntinuous, for scat-spaces X and Y, if ‘ix]/ u is 
nuous for cbery ap u : A -+ X in 94/X. The square 
A h 
---- ----+e(Y,A x Y) 
1 
I C(Y,u X id) 
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dearly commutes at the set level, and hAY is continuo1 
right-hand arrow is continuous if A. X Y is a 
continuous, as s 3.2, if A X Y is an ix-s 
s& This is the ca 
Consider now 
he other hand, the composed map 
hyA X id 
YxA-- e(A,Y@.4)xA eAsy@A#~, 
clearly is an identity mapping at the set e kn0w already for A in 
at byA is contiruous as shown, and eA,Y@A is c3ntinUOUS. Thus 
Y X A has a finer topology than Y a .4, an Y X A and A X Y area- 
spaces. 
We have verified condition 3.2 
our next theorem. 
dition (b) is a special case of 
Theorem. Let T acd d satisfy the hypothesis of 3.3. If X and Y 
are a-spacles, and if Y is a locally compact Hatrsdorff space, then X X Y 
Ls an a-space. 
Proof. X Q Y has finer topology than X X Y. Conversely,‘the map 
(3.4.1) h,, xidY:XxY-+ e(Y,x @ Y) x Y 
is continuous by 3.3, and 
(3.42) ey,,y,k : C,(Y,X 63 Y)x Y-+ 
i:; continuous since Y is local compact Wausdorff, Since 
the e topology of C( Y,X QZ, ) is finer than the Cc topolo 
(34.1) arid (3.42) can be combined into a continuous map from X X Y 
to ky (3 Y, This is the identity mapping at he set level, and X X Y = 
2’ @ Y folllows. 
2s. If 7 satisfies 
is continuous on ever!! path 
also satisfy the convenience condition. 
; all other examples furnish 
y 3.5.2 is discrete, ‘Thu.s 
category of “path-generated” spaces obtained from 3.52, the co 
o and pN are tot,ahy 
disconnected, but ON is not sequential. Thus 3.56 defines a stric1:l.y 
arger category than 3.55. It can be shown that this is the category of 
k-spaces in CJ which is, of course, obtained from 3.5.7. 
3.6. The following result seems to be new even for sequential spaces. 
Theorem. Let 7 satisfy 2.?(CC), and LIet A be 6 chs ofcslnp~~ct 
Huttsdorff spaces iIt 7, If wspaces are convenient 642 y, then the em- 
6edding functor from wspaces to k-spaces in 9” prewwes finite products. 
Proof. a-spaces and k-spaces have the same terminal objects: one,-ploint 
spaces. For an a-space Y, the endofunctor - GZJ Y on a-spaces is l&t ad- 
joint to the functor e (Y, - ) by 3.3. Thus this functor preserves co- 
limits. Simiiarly, - GI Y prxerves colimits for k-spaces if $ denotes for 
the tnomcnt the product fx k-spaces. Ef X is an a-space, then X == 9Dx 
ram D, in i I A. 1). This calimit is the same for a-spaces and 
paces as for 9, ;ind the vertices of Dx are ill d. Thus 
Y = (linr D,;) 60 Y = 
-A. 
U& ~9 Y) == lim (13, X Y 1 
-“-_z 
with for a-spaces and for k-spaces used in the middle. 
e proof of 3.3 requires on y that C! = or C,, fw- Ia 
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locally compact space is locally co 
dorff space is proper 
2.7, condition (CC) 
locally compact Wa 
locally compsct “%p 
then the resul 
and it is not 1~ own whether there are ih fact S-locally compact spaces 
which are not properly locally compact. 
Definition 3.2 makes sense for any full and replete subcategory 4 of 
57 e One must re uire, of course, that 3 has all small limits and colimits. 
It is not knowr. whether there are categories which are convenient in this 
sense, but not l:oretlective hulls of classes of compact Mausdorff spxes. 
e assume in this section th;;l ar-sp ces are convenient in 57. For 01- 
spaces X, I’9 Z, the mapping pxyz of the Introduction becomes a Isijec- 
tion 
I-lXYZ : C?(X ~3 Y,Zj -+ em” aY, 
natural in X, Iis has important c 
we state some of them iz this section. 
? refer 




ich is right ad- 
e standard categorical 
-+ ‘9 in 7, xGth vertices Pi and arrows 
ces &’ and arrows o : i + j of its scheme 
by P B X : Z + 7 the diagram wit B 
nd arrows pO GZI id X. 
), with injections /?i : 
e put& =cmPand 
Pi + P, and qi : Pi 3 X --P Q* . 
$7: linl(P&Y)-+( P) ax , 
= pi 8 id X fbr cvel>j vertex i of 2. 
‘roof Since cu-spaces form a oor:flective subcategory of 9, the colimits 
are a-spaces if all vertices Pi of P are a-spaces. The map q 
he universal property of I=olimits, and cp is a homeomorphism 
I~c BLLSC the functor - 8 X for a-spaces is left adjoint to the fu:nctor 
(_ ( Y X, - ). The standard categorical argument for this is tiual 1:o the 
cwt used to prove 4.3. 
5. We recall that a :xap f: X + Y in 7 is called a pmclusion [ 38 3 if 
space Z in 7 and every mapping u : iY1 + El of the underlying 
that u f: X -+ 2 1s continuous, also u : Y + Z is continuous. A 
surject ve preclusion is also called a quotient map. A proclusiot:r or 
e 21 preclusion in TO . Proelusions hzle 
categorical setting. 
his follo ediately from 
240 0. Wy~+r, Convenient categoric 
phic, there is a morp 
epimorphisms in 7 an 
[S$, 3.3 1. This has use 
sition. if P end are diagrams in 9’ wi 
f :P+ Q consis of quotient reaps fi e 
l-GllJ:~P+~ Q is a quotient map. 
roof. Colimits preserve strong epimo 
forward categorical argument for this. 
reposition. If f : X -+ Y is a quotient map oil-spaces ano’ Z ati ou- 
space, then f [8, id Z : X a9 Z + Y 69 Z lo a quotient map. 
Proof. This fdlows 
reserves trong ep 
s9e t hi:;, let e be a s 
m tk fact that a func 
ht adjoint G : 
, and let 
be the natural bifecti _ . Fe is epimon-phic n A?. If YP u = u(Fe) wit 
monomorphic in L?, n G VI is monomer , and (4; nj)@ = -Fe 
for Ll= s(u) and iT = fij;=~eand+= hen II = t(Fe) and 
v = m t for t = q-l (7). 
. klusions, topological embeddings 
clu sions, quotient m 
preserves inclusions. 
corh SQ are :he space 
shown that if o 
3’. ~~~~~ is injectivc asfis surjective. If U is an at-space and 
12. lC;I -+ C( Y,Z) a ma ping, so that u : U-p (2 (%,%) is continuous for 
len we must shoti that II : IJ -* @ ( Y,“,2) is continuous. 
If EC = p~~~zi”s) and u = pUxz(5) (see 4.1 and the 1~ reduction), thm 
fi = tg 0 (id b’ X J3, and-6 : Ua X + Z is continuous. By 4.7, 
idUxf:UaX -+ U 8 Y is a quotient clap. Thusii Il’ ~1 Y -+ 2 is con 
tinuous, and it follows that u is continuous,. 
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